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EV mandate

Mary Ann Clayton <marez011@aol.com>
Thu 12/29/2022 10:07 PM

To: Krall, Kyle (DNREC) <Kyle.Krall@delaware.gov>

Dear Governor Carney,
I would like to express my disapproval of your EV mandate proposal modeled after the California plan.
This technology is no where near ready for generalized implementation and the thought of it being
forced on the population is unacceptable and un-American! This mandate has not been well thought out
as far as practical considerations are concerned. The infrastructure is not in place to handle this transition
as yet and the long term consequences of the technology are yet to be understood. The costs associated
with use of the electric vehicle are prohibitive for many residents, not to mention the availability of
charging stations for those living in apartments or other multi-residential units.
I am sure that your intentions are good but I believe that the transition should be more gradual,
incorporate hybrid vehicles and allow the process to develop without being forced. Automakers have
made significant improvements over the years to maximize fuel efficiency and decrease emissions. The 
government should allow private industry to continue to innovate and bring new technologies forward.
The public would be able to respond to and accept these modifications over time and encourage
acceptance and compliance.
The energy needs of our population are only going to increase with time and it is certainly more
advisable to embrace all forms of energy generation. Your plan is impractical, forced, tyrannical and short
sighted. Those in government should learn to trust their constituents and the marketplace and let these
“advancements” find their place in their own time.
If anything was learned from the Covid pandemic, the public does not want governmental mandates. Let
people make their own choices and decisions and stop dictating how we should run our own lives and
households and finances.

Mary Ann Clayton
Millsboro, DE
Sent from my iPad


